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1Welcome to our first ever impact report – a chance to tell

you more about what we do and the positive change it
brings about.  

The Green Team believes that every young person,
regardless of their background, has the right to enjoy
positive experiences in the outdoors. Our programmes
provide opportunities for environmental conservation,
exploration and play, outdoor learning, respite, skills
development, and fostering positive relationships. 

With the strain of the covid pandemic and the reality of
the climate crisis, young people have never been under
so much pressure, nor been so determined to make a
positive contribution to the natural environment. We
exist to support them and this is our 2021 story…

Our Vision

Our Mission

A Scotland where everyone values and can
enjoy the natural environment.

To provide transformational outdoor
experiences that connect children and
young people to nature, others and
themselves.
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988
young people took part

in our programmes

411 26

291 2,640 1,000s

number of sessions training sessions held

awards earned across John
Muir, DofE, JASS &  Hi5

award schemes

hours contributed by adult
volunteers

of trees planted, invasive
species removed, biscuits

& hot chocolate
consumed!

Despite starting the year in lockdown, 2021 has been our busiest year ever.

Behind these high level statistics are individual young people, each with their own experiences and
each on their own journeys. They are at the heart of the Green Team and this impact report tells you
more about their achievements.

I have learnt how to start fires, plant trees, make lots of friends and i
have learnt that what makes me the most happy is being in nature.
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It was good fun, meeting new people and doing things to help the local environment 

Green Volunteers has helped me through lockdown by giving me a closer connection to the environment

The girls developed in confidence over the weeks, both in terms of their abilities to work
with others and their own abilities …. It was so lovely to see them develop the social skills

they will use for the rest of their lives. 
referring partner

86% 78% 93%
enhanced wellbeing increased nature connection had a positive experience

86% 90% 90%
increased care for
the environment increased nature connection increased enjoyment of

the outdoors

Green Angels
Green Angels supports the positive wellbeing of girls
through environmental volunteering, gentle nature
connection and spending time with others. 

In 2021 additional funding enabled us to increase our
capacity to deliver regular midweek projects as well as
our ongoing weekend projects. 

Participant Outcomes

Green Volunteers
Through completing conservation tasks, participants in
our Green Volunteers programme made a difference to
the natural landscape through environmental
volunteering.

A particular highlight of 2021 was running a residential
weekend, for the first time since covid began, with 15
young people camping out under a blanket of stars and
waking to the dawn chorus, a gentle sunrise and the smell
of breakfast on the fire. 

Participant Outcomes



Building on children’s natural curiosity and delight to be outside, our Green Schools programme
offers a range of outdoor learning, environmental education and nature connection activities in
school grounds and local greenspaces. Pupils get involved in activities that encourage discovery,
exploration and a deeper understanding of the natural world – ensuring that good quality outdoor
learning is available to all. Let's dig a little deeper into one of our 2021 projects, working with St.
David’s RC Primary School.

 

Day 5: Firelighting followed by

storytelling, project review,

marshmallows and hot

chocolate.

Day 3: Nature-based

scavenger hunt and make

mini-dens for toy animals with

a discussion on how climate

change might impact the

homes and habitats of

animals.

Day 4: Scooting to the beach

with the Sustrans team before

making sea-themed beach art:

shipwrecks, mermaids,

octopus and some new

creatures from the deep.

Day 1: Wildlife spotting at thelocal park. learning aboutrivers and getting the wellieson for river dipping. Finish
with natural art.  

Day 2: Undertake a litter pickwhile collecting litter data toanalyse - calculate totals,averages and make graphs -before discussing the impactof litter.  Leave a positivecontribution by planting 200
daffodil bulbs.

Green Schools

Outdoor learning is now my favourite thingi wish we could always do outdoor learning

25% of pupils had never seen the sea before



I had seen outdoor learning previously as an onerous task and lacked
confidence in this. With the support of Margon, I was pushed out of my

comfort zone and was able to take learning around the John Muir (Award)
further than on my own. It has really impacted my practice and given me a

lot of food for thought on how to change it going forward.
Teacher  

so much litter..and this is just one park! i enjoyed scooting - it was fun and fast!

209

100% 

JASS/ John Muir Awards earned

of teachers said their pupils had a better understanding
of the natural world

90% of teachers said they felt more confident using outdoor
play to develop skills and increase learning

100% of teachers said they were more aware of outdoor
activities to teach numeracy and literacy

Green Schools 2021 Stats



(this project) enabled me to become friends with more people so that I didn’t feel
entirely worthless….I feel a whole lot better than I did, which is good because I wasn’t

feeling very great at all

Thrive
Thrive offers teenagers who are struggling with their mental
health, the opportunity to take part in long term projects
where they can make a positive contribution and enjoy
respite through nature connection and nurturing
relationships.
It was amazing to hear one participant share how they were
fed up missing project sessions after being hospitalised
following overdose attempts and committing to seek the
further help they need to allow them to attend.

88%
increased

participation/engagement

88% 83%
enhanced wellbeing increased social skills

Participant Outcomes

Green Explorers and Holiday Activities
Green Explorers and our Holiday Activities give young people the chance to play, make friends and
explore some amazing local wild places. 

It has been particularly rewarding to see participants develop practical and social skills. A small
group of close friends got really interested in den building – what started as basic stick shelters
progressed over the weeks as they learnt about knots and tarpaulins and incorporated these into
their builds. Over time the small group grew as they welcomed other participants into their
adventures and formed new friendships. 

"the climbing tree"  "whittling"
"hot chocolate"

"meeting friends & playing in the woods"

I'm grateful for...

"I'm happy i got to spend time outdoors
with friends"



Our young people all have challenging behaviour and this programme allowed them to sit
with their feelings and work through them giving them valuable skills to use in their home
and school life. Many times Kate patiently sat and spoke through how their behaviour was
impacting their immediate and long term situation. This has made a difference in how they
see themselves also.

Referring partner

86% 77%82%
enhanced wellbeing

improved 
teamwork skills

increased confidence
and self-esteem

Participant Outcomes

Green Shoots uses wilderness survival skills and nature connection
activities to help young people develop life skills that give them the
confidence and resilience to deal with any challenges they face.
This fictional diary is based on the actual feedback and experiences
of young people who took part in 2021 and provides insight into a
typical journey over an 8-week Green Shoots project.

Day 1: Not sure what

to expect but it's got to

be better than school,

right?

Here goes!

We took the minibus

to Bonaly Country

Park, played some

games and cut down

gorse to prevent fires

spreading. 

Day 4: Rubbish start -
fight with brother.

Was in a bad mood
but got the minibus to

a beach where we
explored, went crab

hunting and picked up
loads of litter - 8 full

bags!!
 

Learnt different ways
to make a fire. Got a
spark on my first try
with a flint and steel.

Made a fire and
cooked sausages -
group had noticed I

was in a mood at the
start of the day so

they told me jokes to
cheer me up!

After lunch we used a

knife to create a

sharp point on a stick

and then toasted

marshmallows. 

I felt a bit anxious

during the day cause

it was all new to me

but will definitely go

back next week.

Day 8: Last day!
 Did loads today -

played stalking game,
fixed a path, made a

rope swing to cross ariver, put uphammocks (andchilled!) and made
burgers on the fire.

Really enjoyed it all
despite the rain.  

Finished with a chat
around the fire - what

we learned and
achieved. I feel really

proud of myself.
Was given certificate
because I achievedthe Hi5 award. 

Glad I stuck with it.
Was such good fun.

Green Shoots



82% 86% 77%
more ideas of how to use

greenspace to engage
with their children

more likely to use and care for
local park in future

better understanding of
how outdoor play can aid

learning

Participant Outcomes (parents)

Jack has come on leaps and bounds.
In particular, his speech and
communication with other children,
movement in tackling climbing
and uneven ground surfaces and
social skills have come on
immensely. His general love for the
outdoors and meeting with others,
his confidence and independence…
It truly is a magical time.

Nature Play
Nature Play helps parents and carers and their pre-school
children to spend time together outdoors - engaging in
early years play and social interaction. 

After periods of lockdown and isolation, we were thrilled 
 to provide 57 sessions for young children during 2021.

Green Wellies
Green Wellies is a programme for over 18's.  Participants meet
regularly to take time out in nature to improve their wellbeing
and the greenspace around them.

Following a pilot session in 2020, we ran 7 Green Wellies days
in 2021. 

After a difficult year that had really hit both my mental and physical health, I needed
an activity that could get me out of my isolation flat, getting fresh air in
greenspaces, and spending time with friends



Our volunteers are at the heart of the Green Team. We are pleased to have delivered training in areas
including child protection, first aid, philosophical enquiry, tool maintenance and outdoor activities.
And we are even more pleased to have given something back to them through their positive
experiences with young people and the rest of our volunteer community. 

Our Volunteer Leaders

There is so much I am learning. I think
the Green Team represents hope to me
amongst these hard times – all the

gentleness and kindness I see and receive
.. .thank you so much

 

Corporate Groups
Over 2021 we ran sessions with 8 different companies – providing employees the opportunity to get
actively involved in important conservation tasks, to strengthen team connections or to enjoy a
break in nature from the stresses of working life. Income raised from these sessions helped to
support the valuable work that we undertake with young people. 

As well as our usual programmes, we are always keen to explore different ways of connecting young
people to nature and develop new partnerships to make this happen. Over 2021 we noticed a great
demand for opportunities to spend positive time in the outdoors – to provide respite from the stress
of covid, to enjoy spending time with others after periods of isolation and to take practical action to
look after the natural environment. 

We are delighted to have run sessions for the first time with Edinburgh Young Carers, Edible Estates,
Home Education Groups, Canongate Youth and Stepping Stones. 

To be honest, it just makes me feel free. It makes me feel happy and relaxed 
Young Carer 

Additional Work

I had a lovely time and it was great just
to take time out from the hustle and

bustle, listen to the nature around me
and meet some new people too.
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Publishing our first impact report, is a significant development for the Green Team. It provides a
platform to share what we do as we continue to strive to do more. Most importantly, it helps us to
stop and reflect on the difference that we are making for our natural environment through
conservation and education, and for young people who have been hard hit by the coronavirus
pandemic. I am thrilled that we have provided so many children and young people with opportunities
to connect with nature, others and themselves.  

Seeing the impact of our work so clearly reflected in statistics and quotes reinforces the importance
of everything we are trying to do. I am lucky enough to see all the other evaluation, feedback and
photos that didn’t make it into this report and it all brings a little tear to my eye and a smile to my
face. One quote in particular summed up what we have achieved: 

 

“Whatever you and the other Green Team members have been doing, you've
been getting it right. Grace comes home muddy, exhausted and full of chat.
She thoroughly enjoys the volunteering... After such a difficult year for so
many, home learning and teenagers being unable to interact closely, Green

Team has been an absolute saviour!!”   

I started this note by mentioning the challenges we have faced and it seems right to finish it by
recognising the amazing  generosity, resilience, flexibility and skills of so many people that helped us
face those challenges – our youth panel, volunteers, partners, supporters, parents, staff, fundraisers,
funders and our Board. Thank you to you all. 

And finally a big thank you to all the young people who have made this year so much fun and who
have achieved so much. 

a  f i n a l  w o r d  f r o m  o u r  c e o

P. Radway
Penny Radway, CEO

2021 has been quite the year! We have faced many challenges and
opportunities along the way and it is wonderful to be able to look back on the
year with a sense of pride for what we have achieved and excitement for what
lies ahead. 

Throughout this report we use quotes, stories and images from our projects - where a quote or story appears near a picture this does
not necessarily relate to the individual pictured.
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